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 HOW TO USE CALL LOG

 This column is
used to track your

biometrics,
including weight,
blood pressure,

and nutrition
intake. You can
get very detailed

on food
consumed and

biometrics.
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Work on Website

Pay Bills
Customer Calls

New Business
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Morning Matcha Tea

Morning Workout179 8am

Lunch181 11am
Rice and beans, fruit,

water, cookies

Afternoon Workout179 4pm

Fasting (no breakfast)

Dinner181 6pm
Salad, fruit, water

Evening Green Tea

To Bed11pm

Goal: The goal of the log is to write down your daily activities, including a list of calls, exercise, meals,
drinks, weight, weather, mood, and blood pressure. This allows you to track trends, and drill down on
success, while analyzing low days (to make them better in the future). It also allows you to track success of
weight loss or nutrition experiments. More important, you can look back in the past and identify routines that
work well. At the end of the month scan into one .pdf file, then shred logs. Digital assets are easy to store.

Use this area as a
to-do list for the

day.

<

<

This Form: This form has been developed over the past 10 years of use. It has gone through
countless iterations and has evolved into a very efficient methodology of recording the days log. It
is especially useful for self-employed or owner operated businesses. At the end of the month, the
logs are scanned into one pdf file (save pdf file in several locations and then shred the paper logs
to save space), and digitized so you can go back into history to see customer calls, or health data.
It is a great way to streamline your daily activities and look-back easily and quickly. This method
gives you a low footprint method to save large amounts of data digitally, while retraining the
handwritten logs of incoming calls and daily events. The blank form is free. If you would like the
original Filemaker file to adapt to your needs, please contact us.

M 930   Customer called for more information on system.

   945                                   TEL   888-888-8888

M 1000  Tom Jones                     Purchase Inquiry

    1015                                 TEL   889-288-8889

M 1000  Pete Wilkins                   Existing Customer Question

    1015                                 TEL   229-288-8889

 Use top blocks to
record exercise

 This column is
used to record
any incoming

calls. Use
additional pages if

necessary.

<

<


